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General exposition & Utility of
The
Left Handed Maxwell Systems

Part-1

Wave propagation is reversed

n =1

n = −1

n =1

No natural material (so-far) known to behave as Left Handed material.
The concept will fabricate and demonstrate this phenomena by artificially structured &
fabricated using natural materials FR4, RT-DUROID, copper wires-rings to have artificial
material “Meta-Materials”, where the effective permittivity & permeability will behave as
‘negatives'; and the refractive index as ‘negative value’.
The idea of FLAT surface focusing.

Bending of electromagnetic energy in wrong way through LHM
Poynting Vector opposite to Wave-Propagation Vector with negative phase velocity in LHM
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With negative unity relative permittivity & permeability the interface
impedance is just of free-space, so at the interface no-reflection wave.
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But the refractive index is negative unity.

An Ideal Case

Negative Refractive Index NRI
A very preliminary explanation the detailed will be carried out later in other section
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In LHM these parameters are negative for certain frequency
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Limiting to EM up to 100GHz, presently. Optical magnetism for IR and beyond not considered. Negative n is illusive in
optical regime. The imaginary part of permittivity and permeability in those regions will be rather large, will manifest
majorly as ohmic, and radiation loss. Also at HF the sub nano structures becomes less than skin depth; whereas in uW
ranges metals can be regarded as PEC and skin depth is smaller than characteristic size of EM lattice.

μ 1− 2
though seems same across, perhaps needs to be re looked at?
ε 1− 2
There is definitely a different explanation with respect to impedance, perhaps wave impedance may also have sign change?
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Wave-Mechanics Revisited
The Wave Equation obtained from Maxwell’s equation is ∇ E + k E = 0 and is same for
positive or negative wave-vector. Where k 2 = ω 2 μ ε The solution is E = E 0 e − jk . r
for quasi-static case. E 0 Is constant vector perpendicular to k
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k = kx + k y + kz

This is plane wave as none of its variable change in plane perpendicular to wave-vector
k = β − j α is complex wave-number. β is propagation coefficient, α is attenuation.
Wave in z-direction is: E z = E 0 e − j β z e − α z
i.e. wave declines exponentially in the z.
This exponential decay is expected and true in all cases of forward wave. If losses are nil
then α = 0
The wave number k is , then equal to propagation coefficient β
Wave impedance η = E = η
0
H

μr
εr

Free space wave impedance η 0 =

μ0
= 1 2 0π
ε0

Phase velocity is velocity with which single frequency wave travels is v p h = ω / k = c /
But single frequency wave does not carry information, can be carrier for the information.
Velocity of a group of frequencies that do carry information is group
velocity and is
dω
vg =
dk

For free isotropic space v ph = c dispersion relation is ω = k c No change in velocity
or the wave-number with the frequency. Refractive index also remains same with frequency.
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Interpretation macroscopically Left Hand cross Product
For the Left Handed Maxwell (LHM) Media the result of backward wave where
plane wave propagation is, opposite to the direction of energy flow, does not
follow from the wave Equation, which remains unchanged for DNG
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But comes individual Curl equations, can be formed by Left-Hand
for the LHM left handed curl equations are the following:
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Poynting vector tells direction of power flow (group-velocity) and wave vector
tells the direction of phase velocity. Opposite means “Backward-Wave”
For the RHM, wave propagation phase velocity is in direction of energy flow:
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Traveling Waves in LHM and perfect imaging!!
1 Propagating-Traveling Wave (Bulk wave)
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For Large wave length
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1. The amplitude of propagating waves are always same as losses are neglected
2. The phase goes forward by k z d / 2 in medium-1
3. The phase goes backward by k z d in medium-2
4. The phase goes forward by k z d / 2 in medium-3
5. The total phase change is zero, phase is restored. Transfer function is flat for all
propagating wave-numbers, or spatial spectral frequencies.
6. The perfect EM image is thus possible (ideally).
7. Zero EM (optical) path is only possible with negative refractive index (NRI)

Image-Plane

Evanescent Waves in LHM and perfect imaging-!!
2. Evanescent Waves: Surface waves SPP
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When wave-number is far greater than free space wave number, that is for details of the
object smaller than free space wave-length. This is what ‘Sub-Wave length imaging’.
The waves are evanescent in all the three media when k x > k 0 Then k z = k 0 2 − k x2 is
imaginary and the TF are T = e −κ d / 2 , T = eκ d , T = e −κ d / 2 making it flat again.
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(1). At the object plane and the image plane the field amplitudes are same
(2). evanescent waves got restored.
Near field Imaging!

A e ±κ z

Observations on the Perfect Imaging?
For traveling wave and evanescent waves, however large the k x be.
A slab having both relative permeability and relative permittivity as -1 will
(possibly) perfectly reproduce the object (by EM imaging). For traveling
wave the path difference is zero, and evanescent waves gets restored.
Evanescent waves decline in medium 1 and medium 3. What is difficult to visualize how can
it grow in medium-2. Is wave is amplified? There is no doubt that amplitude of the wave
increases with in the slab in +z the term amplification is too strong a word.
In general under evanescent conditions in the slab, there will be forward propagating
wave in +z direction and reflected wave in –z direction. For the condition of n= -1, it turns
out, that the wave that is suppose to decline in the direction of power flow (group velocity)
is not there. The only wave present in the slab is the one that declines from the
boundary 3d/2.This comes from Boundary Condition with n= -1.

The role of wave growing in direction +z is to excite “Surface-Waves” at the boundary.
Surface Plasmon-Polaritons (SPP)

Possibility of Perfect Imaging and deviation from ideal case
1. Requires infinitely high fields, to pass through. To have flat TF(k) of unity,
the inverse field functions is delta functions.
2. Due to losses there will be attenuation in the propagating waves, and perfect
compensation is not possible.
3. Any deviation from ideal condition will cause the appearance of a cut-off in
TF (Transfer Function)
4. Structure of metamaterials with DNG is possible, is periodic; thus LHM are
heterogeneous of unit cell, lattice-with spatial periodicity.
There must be length scale of any practical realization of metamaterials-and
that periodicity will give cut-off in TF. Like wave guide dimension cut-off. Thus
too large kx > 2π / a will be cut off.
5. The permittivity and permeability are dispersive in region they are negative,
the ideal case when both are relative values are negative unity.
6 Impedance matching constraints at the boundary to have nil reflections.
7. Build up time infinite. As ideally k x → ∞ that is going in for sub and sub
wave-lengths, smaller details takes large time to develop, ideally infinite time.
Therefore more patience and more and more energy is required for ideal case.
8. There is possibility of Magneto inductive waves in this experiment
9. The effect of distributed parameters L and C will have effect on the result.

Q-Prescriptor
Classical Quantum Q Prescriptor and Schrödinger wave equation:
2
Total Energy (TE): T +V = p +V = E
By putting standard Q-Prescritor as: p → i=∇ and
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In addition asking these prescritors to operate on Wave Function ψ the standard Schrödinger's wave
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For θ = 0 RHM For θ = π LHM, with a new possibility of in-between RHM & LHM!!

Chirality and handedness and backward waves
Any object that is different from its reflection is CHIRAL else it is ACHIRAL. Left & right
hand are CHIRAL whereas water filled glass is ACHIRAL. Chirality or handedness is an
important characteristics of LHM, design and fabrication as it relates also to direction of wave
propagation.
Life on earth is made of LH-Amino-acids. DNA molecules to bacteria, winding of plants,
right handed human beings, to spiraling galaxies “one of the handedness dominates the other”.
Chirality is evident in structural objects transmission media and EM effects.
In naturally occurring Transmission Line (TL) RHM dominates and LHM is artificial.
Strength of chirality κ ch > εμ then that media supports “Backward Wave”?
For acoustic n2 = ρ / K if the effective mass density ρ < 0 , with bulk modulus of elasticity
K < 0 , then perhaps backward acoustic wave is supported.
EBG (Electromagnetic Band Gap) are meta-materials which are designed to prevent propagation
for a particular frequency ω c are SNG meta-materials ENG/MNG.
Silver and Gold are ENG at IR+ visible , but are opaque. They support SPP in particular TM
polarization.
SPP are surface (not bulk) EM waves that propagate in direction parallel to the metal/dielectric
boundary.

Demonstration circuit to emulate LHM Transmission line
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Active LHM concept!!
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Output LED glows before input LED.
CRO gives the measure of negative delay about one second.

Demonstration of ‘backward wave’ via an emulator circuit
LHM-Transmission Line-video
Active Metamaterial LHM channel

Block Diagram of Experimental Set Up for LHM:
Inside Anechoic chamber

Horn transmitter lens

LHM

lens

Horn receiver

VNA
Vector Net Work Analyzer
HP 8722C
EM Signal Power Level 20mW; Targeted refractive index -1 to -3 at 10-40GHz
microwave frequency

Answers to self framed practical questions related to project &
experiment
1.

The high power capability comes from the capability of the substrate, to withstand
high power. Generally FR4, RT Duroid can carry power in the order of kilo-watts.
So no problem in handling high power.

2.

The characterization primarily aims to find out permittivity and permeability which
is power invariant. So characterization at any power level should suffice. Though
the maximum power handling capability needs to be investigated separately. This
can be separately characterized by finding out breakdown voltages of the substrate.

3.

The heating of the substrate at 10-40GHz will depend at the loss tangent which is
0.0009 for RT-Duroid. Thus no heating is anticipated at that frequency.

4.

At about 10GHz, MATLAB studies indicated refractive index negative value at 1-3.
By proper choice of parameters (substrate, lattice length, filler percent) this value is
tunable.

Left Handed Maxwell Applications
1.

The explanation comes if you make Cross-Product (Curl) by Left Hand rather than Right
Hand. The mapping of Quantum Prescriptors to support backward waves SPP where some
explanation comes with LHM Classical Electrodynamics………..curiosity physics, may
give ‘new theories’
2. It reverses Snell’s law …………..perfect imaging, sub-wave length imaging.
3. It reverses Cherenkov’s radiations. The wave number vector is opposite to energy flow,
supporting Backward Waves………….clean detection of radiation in accelerator
instrumentation!!
4. It reverses Doppler effect………… radar & defense.
5. Cloaking………. defense and popular science
6. It can give a channel where the output peak reaches the destination before the input peak
crosses the input port ……………….communication with LHM transmission line can lead
to ‘superluminal transmission’ beyond RC-delay!!
7. The LHM channel can ………..compress the pulse, electrical soliton
8. Material properties diagnostic by Inverse Scattering….material science, electromagnetic
geophysical studies
9. Making of super directional antenna, several microwave components with ENG, MNG,
DNG metamaterials, filters etc.,……….microwave engineering
10. …………………..several others .....if tomorrow comes

Few more planned "sub-deliverables” related to Left Handed
Maxwell System
After more than a decade of self-study (mainly for Electrical Pulse Compression, Pulse Shape
Preservation Electrical Solitons, with NLTL, first presented at VISION 2004) ,three years of joint
R&D with LHM team and after the National Theme Meeting , on 17 August, 2009, few theoretical
and practical sub-projects are identified as:
1.

Microwave Energy Trap, by suitable configurations of NRI and PRI interlaced in triangular fractal
matrix form.

2.

3D LHM at 10-40GHz

3.

Transferring the LHM to THz & optical regime, utilizing nano fabrication techniques-for 300nm
periodicity with 30 nm feature size is required (compared to 3mm feature size with 1.6mm
periodicity for GHz), use of small Omega Particle ,with other configurations to scale up the
frequency (THz & visible) to get NRI. Configurations like cut-wire, fishnet design with
fabricability. (GHz design is not scalable to IR and optical frequency).

4.

New Quantum (Q) Prescriptor theoretical explanation at Microscopic scale to Left Handed Cross
Product explanation at Macro and Mesoscopic scale-may lead to separate quantum mechanics, and
a new possibility to have in-between RHM and LHM.

Some interesting theoretical queries
1. A good and better explanation of square root of two negative numbers giving negative refractive
index.
2. A thought to study wave impedances across the boundary for cases of positive refraction and cases
of negative refraction. The change of sign for ENG MNG and DNG cases vis-à-vis wave
impedances in region I and region-II. If inflection or some other way to explain the phenomena.
3. Application of conservation of charge, momentum, energy, and entropy across the boundary where
negative refraction is taking place.
4.

Application of Q-prescriptor properly in this LHM scenario.

5.

Well if the phase reversal is the phenomena associated with “Backward-Waves” in LHM with
phase velocity negative, is it the wave vector which is opposite to Poynting vector giving negative
phase velocity or is it negative frequency? v p h = ω / k , why not ω < 0 be the case. If so
then will LHM reverse time-flow?

The outcome of LHM research team working since last three years

Photograph of the designed & fabricated meta-material crystal of LHM with lattice of Labyrinth Resonators (LR)-MNG
and Thin Wires (TW)-ENG to give negative permeability and negative permittivity (DNG) giving negative refractive
index (NRI), of minus one to minus three at Ka band of micro-wave of around 30GHz.
Broadband 3.5GHz with Labyrinth Resonator in RT-Duroid substrate for Negative Refractive Index Designed &
fabricated . Scattering studies experimentally is being done to see efficacy of design. This is 1D structure-should be
stepping stone for 3D structure (as sub-projects out of this project)-with other configurations of TW-SRR and
PLTL types.
Tomorrow has come:

RHM Prism vis-à-vis LHM Prism
VECTOR-NETWORK
ANALYZER

PRISM
0

TRANSMITTING HORN10

RECEIVING HORN

The red are the signal path for LHM is opposite bending from normal positive indexed
‘prism’.
If it were RHM a positive refractive indexed material, the transmittance peaks is found via
black lines. The refraction angle in case of LHM is negative, thus the red line bends with
negative refractive angle w.r.t. normal drawn.
The excitation is TE10 mode of EM from 26GHz to 40GHz, with E parallel with the wire
structure (that is the negative EPSILON sheet).

LHM Prism bending EM Waves with Negative Refraction-Experimental
Demonstration at SAMEER Calcutta (First time -n observed on 24-12-2010)

Prism made with LR and WA stacks

COMMENT
Metamateirials is inclusion of microscopic i.e. below Bragg’s features ,inhomogenity at regular lattice, to
enact effective macroscopic behavior which can be explained by
Left Handed Maxwell Curl expressions; to produce counterintuitive phenomena as
NRI, NPV, NGV, NGD, anomalous effects-with profound potential applications in futurein EM, optical ,(may be sonic/accoustic) regime.
LEFT HANDED MAXWELL SYSTEMS is an Young Subject recently born in XXI century-will make
several new theories and applications.
It is better late than never…to begin this science experimentally...for tomorrow to come!!!

I am at the very beginning of this ‘counterintuitive’ phenomena with very little or
no knowledge
I have therefore…………………………………………………………
Several and several miles to go ………..
………………………….before I know what is
Left Handed Maxwell System (LHM)
Let this be a beginning
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